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Why a shared repository?

• Showcase liberal arts scholarship
• Chance to experiment with an IR
• Share the technical overhead
• Cooperate on best practices
• Introduce faculty and students to:

– IR & publishing alternatives 
– Creative Commons license 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are a group of similar institutions: small, highly selective liberal arts colleges, with once=healthy endowments; strong programs in the sciences, emphasis on faculty-guided undergraduate research. 



A brief history…..
• First steps: CNI 2004…toe in water…
• BEPressDigital Commons

DSpacePortal 
• IndependentNITLEIndependent?
• Members: 4  27  7
• Student papers  liberal arts scholarship 
liberal arts education



Two Foundational Workshops
• Trinity University January 2008

– Mission statement
– Collection policy

• University of Richmond April 2008
– Metadata standards
– System architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NITLE Instructional Innovation FundFacilitated by Rea Devakos, U of TorontoFunctional requirements and technical specifications



Current issues & challenges

• Scalable governance & finance
– Communication & momentum
– Nobody thinking about this fulltime
– Umbrella organization?

• Content recruitment
– Local and joint strategies
– Low hanging fruit? 



Institutional context….
building a bigger digital archiving 

sandbox locally
• ContentDM
• Web content 

management systems
• Course management 

systems
• E-reserves

• E-portfolios
• Shared disk spaces
• Department servers
• Etc. 



The Technical Solutions of 
LASR

R. Cecilia Knight
Grinnell College Libraries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have talked about the history of LASR and its multiple lives and have touched on some to the hurdles we are facing and now will look at how we have met the technical issues, so far.



The benefits of a shared 
technological solution

• Shared efforts and expenses
• Small shops have fewer staff to repurpose 

for new efforts
• Shared consultant to develop solutions
• More contributors = more content faster
• New and different approach
• More uses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Sam talked about – there are several benefits to be had from a shared technological solution:Shared efforts and expensesThe initial attraction for many of us (institutionally speaking) in developing a shared repository was to combine efforts in a new area of scholarly communication so that we wouldn’t each have to figure this all out and pay for the whole package individually.For small shops this provides a larger peer group and more expertiseWith new technologies it is frequently hard to visualize what and  how it will be used; whether people will jump on board (I’ve been waiting forever for this); or whether it will fade away quickly. In any case, having other folks to talk to helps in making good decisions about what to do.We also believe that : More contributors = more content fasterAnother attractive aspect of a shared repository was that, with multiple institutions involved, the collections should grow rapidly which would create a more compelling product to market to our communities.There is nothing like this out there now



DSpace Repository

• Open source software
• Heavily used and being developed and 

improved
• Support from MIT, NITLE, JISC, etc.
• Members were able to experiment with 

DSpace without huge expenses
– NITLE DSpace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We chose to use Dspace as the repository software.DSpace has over 250 institutions that are currently using the DSpace software within their organizations in a production or project environment.  The most common use is by research libraries as an institutional repository, however there are many organizations using the software to manage digital data for a project, as a subject repository, web archive, or dataset repository.  NITLE is a community based nonprofit initiative dedicated to helping undergraduate centered colleges, universities, and education organizations use technology effectively to strengthen undergraduate education.JISC is a UK based organization that does similar things for higher education including Oxford and Cambridge. Cambridge has one of the largest Dspace installations.This “community of practice” develops as well as uses Dspace and the software is being upgraded continually.Fedora and Dspace are developing Duraspace -Over the next six months funding from the planning grant will allow the organizations to jointly specify and design “DuraSpace,” a new web-based service that will allow institutions to easily distribute content to multiple storage providers, both “cloud-based” and institution-based. The idea behind DuraSpace is to provide a trusted, value-added service layer to augment the capabilities of generic storage providers by making stored digital content more durable, manageable, accessible and sharable.As we started using Dspace we were able to play in an INSTANCE through the NITLE pilot program



DSpace Repository

• Ability to adapt/change features to meet 
our needs

• Can handle many types of content
• Each institution can have its own “IR” 

within the LASR repository
• Workflow can be set up to meet the goals 

of the institution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open source software allows and depends on the participation of the user community in developing the software.Developments made by Longsight while working on the LASR installation will be contributed to the Dspace community.Dspace can handle many types of content. We experimented with a variety of file formats and types of material to see how the ingest and display worked.Each participating LASR institution can have its own space, or its own IR, within the LASR repository. There could be content in the LASR / Grinnell repository that was only available to the Grinnell Community, or to a subset of the Grinnell community – not everything has to be exposed through LASR. Each institution using the LASR Dspace instance would pay for storage capacity based on what they wanted/needed.Workflows can be set up to meet the goals of the institution. There can be direct deposits to collections, mediated contributions, deposits with follow-up from experts before the item becomes public, etc.



DSpace Repository

• Shared metadata standards
• OAI/PMH compliant
• Shared mission
• Shared preservation policies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Sam described, the founding group spent a great deal of time, with support from NITLE, developing a shared mission, policies, and metadata standards.We wanted to take full advantage of OAI/PMH Harvesting of metadata to create this repository and therefore avoided creating a metadata standard that would be difficult to work with down the line, either in terms of harvesting, or in terms of transporting our metadata from one repository to another if that became necessary. In order to be included when searching in the LASR repository collection the  item metadata must included the field: dc:relation.ispartof  Liberal Arts Scholarly RepositoryWe also developed a shared mission, not just in terms of the collection, but in terms of what we hoped to accomplish as a model of collaboration across institutional boundaries.We also needed to agree on preservation practices so that we could play well together knowing that we could trust and depend on our partners. Michael will talk about policies



LASR DSpace

Bucknell Carleton Grinnell Richmond St 
Lawrence Trinity Whitman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The LASR Dspace instance can have content from all of the member institutions. Some of that content will be in the LASR collection and searchable through the LASR portal. Some of the content may be available on a more limited basis.



Drupal Portal

• http://lasr.longsight.com/
• Open source software
• Content Management System

• Text and pointers to other kinds of content are stored 
in a database, dynamically retrieved and composed, 
and presented to a user in response to a request sent 
via a web-browser.

• Many “modules” have been and are being 
developed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we talked about the Dspace repository and how to make it look good, brand it, etc. we considered several options.  Mannakin has been developed as a way to create an attractive front-end and branding opportunities for Dspace. As we proceeded in our conversations  it became apparent that some institutions already had content elsewhere and were not interested in abandoning the work that had already been done, and, at the same time they weren’t really interested in having to deposit content in two separate repositories and get into the problems of versions, etc.Drupal is an open-source software solution that is being rapidly developed with lots of “modules”. It is a Content Management System and can host both content and functions.We can post all of the documentation, policies, etc. within a database in the Drupal portal so that they are available and searchable. The portal can provide a search utility,  and a metadata harvester, as well as have wikis, blogs, RSS feeds, databases, keep statistics,  provide security and new release update notification, have User profiles, allow Various access control restrictions (user roles, IP addresses, email), and have Workflow tools (Triggers and Actions),  Persistent links, Direct Communications tolls, Multi-language capability, Portability, as well as be the interface to the LASR Dspace. 

http://lasr.longsight.com/


LASRepository as a harvested 
model

Drupal
LASR 
Portal

LASR 
DSPACE

DSpace IR

Fedora IR

ContentDM
IR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Drupal LASR portal will include OAI/PMH Harvesting to harvest content from any participating IR.



Drupal Portal

• Public interface to shared repository 
content

• Powerful searching across content from all 
institutions

• Aggregation / OAI Harvesting of content 
from participating repositories
– Institutional repositories within LASR Dspace
– IRs on other platforms in other locations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Drupal Content Management System will provide the ability to search across content from all participating institutions. This will be made possible by the aggregation and harvesting of content, also done through the Drupal CMS, from the participating repositories, both within the LASR Dspace instance and elsewhere.Tools for a variety of display options will also be part of the Drupal CMS.This functionality provided by the Portal will make it possible for the LASR DSpace to grow and expand to include other institutions that are committed to the LASR mission. We do need to get the project launched before we try to add any additional members.And, as with DSpace, any Drupal development that Longsight on LASR’s behalf  will also be contributed to the Drupal open-source community.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The portal is in under development and there isn’t much to see yet – but this is the general idea  http://lasr.longsight.com/ 



Next Steps
• Get the Portal populated and fully functioning
• Recruit more content on our campuses
• Add more LASR content to the IRs, where-ever 

they live
• Encourage and facilitate legal usage of LASR in 

the ways that we imagined, as well as the ways 
that our potential users may imagine.

• Continue to monitor and adapt as we proceed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have talked today mainly about our vision for a LASR repository. It is in the works but not yet fully realized.Design elements are being worked out for the Drupal portal.  Grants to fund staff and development for LASR have been submitted. The University of Richmond has provided most of the funding for development up to this point. We have realized that it is hard to develop and maintain momentum when it is everybody’s responsibility and nobody’s job. Now we will move on to Michael Paulus from Whitman to talk about policy development.



A Shared Policy Framework

Michael J. Paulus, Jr.
Whitman College



Benefits of a Shared Policy 
Framework 

• Defining a new type of repository
• Aggregating content and achieving scale
• A foundation for local practice



Policy Documents
• Mission Statement
• Collection Policy
• Metadata Guidelines
• Preservation Policy



Mission Statement
… The Liberal Arts Scholarly Repository is 
an openly accessible archive that 
documents the scholarly and other creative 
activity of the students, faculty, and staff of 
the participating institutions …



Collection Policy
• Whose work
• Types of work

– “scholarly, educational, research-oriented, 
or original creative work”

– “works produced by students”
– “works that document the history of liberal 

arts institutions”

• Copyright and access



Metadata Guidelines
• What gets harvested
• Mandatory elements
• Optional elements
• Modified fields



Preservation Policy
• Selection
• Metadata
• File formats
• Storage
• Future steps



Challenges
• Student Content

– Information literacy opportunities
– The nature of undergraduate works

• Long-Term Thinking
– The fragility of digital objects
– Curating our new special collections
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